Scenario Template

**Use Case**: 2 sentence description of the use case behavior, mentioning only the most significant activity and failures.

**Iteration**: Version of this description.

**Primary Actor**: Stakeholder that calls upon the system to do its work.

**Goal in Context**: Reason user is using the system.

**Pre-Conditions**: What is expected to be true when the use case begins.

**Trigger**: What starts or initiates the use case.

**Scenario**: The steps of the scenario (numbered, ordered) from the trigger to the goal delivery.

**Exceptions**: Listing of error or failure conditions (and reactions) that can occur during the scenario.

**Priority**: Essential, Desirable, or Optional.

**When Available**: Increment or release in which the use case will be included.

**Frequency of Use**: Availability

**Channel to Actor**: Technology mechanism for interaction.

**Secondary actor**: An external actor which supplies a service to the use case.

**Channels to Secondary Actors**: Technology mechanism for interaction.

**Open Issues**: Questions, information or decisions which still must be made.

**Acceptance Tests**: Listing of those tests (with their expected results) that will be made to ensure the use case functions correctly and as promised.